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Month Unit/Chapter/Topic Learning Objectives
Resources/Art-integarted pedagogy tools used Learning Outcomes/

E-Resources Skills learnt by students

APRIL

Ch-1 The Three Questions
To enable the students to learn and understand 
the right time of an action and moreover value of 
helping others 

Story Telling Method https://youtu.be/U_nb7osLOZs?
si=P4m80OodffWnuJGx

The students will be able to learn managing time and act 
accordingly 

Poem-The Squirrel
To enable the students and enhance the 
understanding for English language learning and 
appreciation  for nature

Poem Recitation Method https://youtu.be/QN1fUnzwKhw?
si=jrfgRq1-SWPXIALt

The students will be able to enjoy the lyrical aspect of 
language learning and respect nature

Ch-1 The Tiny Teacher To enable the students to learn the value of 
hardwork, dedication and teamwork Story Telling Method 

https://youtube.
com/live/GqeGX62C0kE?
feature=shared

The students will learn to enjoy the rhythmic aspect of 
language 

Tenses (Grammar) To enable the students understand the concept of 
Tenses and their usage Lecture Method https://youtube.com/live/Ba3_1eE7olQ?

feature=shared
The students will be able to understand the Past, Present 
and Future Tense along with the usage

Notice (Writing) To enable the students to learn the concept and 
way of notice writing Audio-Visual Method

https://www.youtube.
com/live/rsK_ZSay4g4?
si=qAnML1gWrb_ZUubx

The students will be able to learn notice writing on 
events and competitions under different scenarios

MAY

CH 2 The Gift of Chappals To enable the students to learn and understand 
empathy towards others Story Telling Method https://youtu.be/QZitvLnGw98?

si=7P5pTP933wVCNI2X
The students will be able to understand the basic 
concept of English language through story-telling

Poem-The  Rebel
To enable the students to understand and learn 
the value of respecting the freedom of an 
individual and acceptance in the society

Poem Recitation Method For more such interesting content, 
download the DIKSHA mobile app 

The students will be able to enjoy the lyrical aspect of 
language learning 

CH 2 Bringing up Kari To enable the students to understand and respect 
nature and its creations

Constructive & 
Collaborative approach

I find Ch 2- Bringing up kari really 
interesting and helpful on DIKSHA. 
https://diksha.gov.
in/play/collection/do_31310347511601
56161922?referrer=utm_source%
3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%
3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31336
60300012339201299

The students will be able to learn to express themselves 
through stories and enjoy the stories as well

Determiners (Grammar) To enable the students to understand, learn and 
practise basic concepts of English Grammar Lecture Method 

https://play.google.
com/store/apps/details?id=in.gov.
diksha.app&referrer=utm_source%
3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%
3Dshare_app

The students will be able to learn the basic concept of 
English grammar through practice and activities

Story Development(Writing)
To enable the students to express themselves 
through story writing skills and use the 
imagination power 

Flash cards and real life 
examples

https://youtu.be/5nZrj8Ssowk?
si=915gwn8CFXD0utAc

The students will be able to learn and practice story 
writing and enjoy the genre

JUNE SUMMER VACATIONS

JULY

Ch-3 Gopal and The Hilsa Fish to enable the students to never give up in any 
situation and face problems sensitively Audio-Visual Aids https://youtu.be/TMRWMng1aMM?

si=hmFhaw49PAp9yI93
The students will be able to learn English language 
through story-telling

Poem- The Shed To enable the students to understand the value of 
a shed in the modern context Poem Recitation Method https://youtu.be/DGgarhFc1CM?

si=40GrfzyTjkIHaBeY

The students will be able to learn english language 
through poems and also will be able to enjoy the beauty 
of the poem

Adjectives & Adverbs(Grammar)
 To enable the students to learn the basic 
grammar concepts using Adjectives and Adverbs 
dverbs

Explanation Method 
https://youtube.
com/live/JRTK494MJpY?
feature=shared

The students will be able to learn the concept of 
Grammar and enhance language skills to improve the 
English Language Learning
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JULY

Informal Letters(Writing) To enable the students to understand the concept 
and motive to write an Informal letter Discussion Method 

The students will be able to understand and learn the 
concept of Letter Writing and also understand the 
importance of English Creative Writng

Ch-4 The Ashes Made The Trees Bloom to enable the students to learn the value of 
selflessness and not to be greedy Story Telling Method https://youtu.be/y7O4xFhJiPk?

si=4XGYyCNSOS4NSaMI

The Students will be able to understand and enjoy the 
beauty of Stories and enhance their English learning 
Experience

Poem-Chivvy
to acquaint the learners with an expression of 
chivvy i.e., to nag and identify the humorous 
aspect of a poem and learn good manners

Poem Recitation Method https://youtu.be/zD0f5IQWOWE?
si=9ViYrsdeieXwv-0X

The Students will be able to enjoy the beauty of the 
poem and will be able to appreciate the poem

AUGUST

Ch-3  Golu Grows A Nose To enable the students to understand the value of 
nature and respect for wild creatures  Story Telling Method https://youtu.be/7kNRfYm4U-k?

si=NbAiqTMQZW6dW9l5
The students will be able to understand and enjoy the 
learning of English Language through Stories

Voice Procedure(Grammar) To enable the students to learn the change of 
voice from active to passive and passive to active

Integrative and Discussion 
Method 

https://www.youtube.com/live/w0-
54A3copA?si=gPhhi4pTs0heoE7D

The students will be able to understand, create and 
change the Voice Procedures through practice

AUGUST

Factual Description (Person & Place) 
(Writing)

enable the students to learn creating description 
of various objects using real life examples

Discussion Method with 
Real Life Examples

https://youtube.com/live/ahsQtpupOyk?
feature=shared

The students will be able to understand and enhance the 
English Language Learning through Creative Writing 
Skill

Poem-Trees
renable the students to learn and understand the 
value of trees in our life and importance of trees 
for our environment

Poem Recitation Method https://youtu.be/ao0DkiMEJW4?si=-
uhyLSL1CfUMmoy6

The students will be able to learn, understand and enjoy 
the beauty of a poem

SEPTEMBER

Ch-4 Chandni
To enable the students to learn the value of 
freedom for everyone and every individual in the 
world

Classroom Discussion 
Method 

https://youtu.be/bP8FOlGj-yQ?si=-
otxBti6ZvYUWr78

The students will be able to learn and understand the 
English Language through Story-telling in a fun way

Speech Writing(Writing)
To enable the students to understand and enhance 
English Language Learning through Writing 
Skills  

Audio-Visual and 
Discussion Method 

https://www.youtube.
com/live/lw41xFjSw40?
si=1S3dsdLR_fRjikp6

The students will be able to understand and enhance in 
them the Literary Skill of Creative Writing and 
Expression

Editing,Omission & Rearrangement
(Grammar)

To enable the students to enhance and understand 
the English Language Learning through 
Grammatical Practices

Discussion Method 

https://diksha.gov.
in/play/content/do_3132816826083573
761209?referrer=utm_source%
3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%
3Dshare_content

The students will be able to enhance and learn English 
Language By identifying Errors and Omissions in given 
sentences or conditions

Ch-5 Quality To enable the the students to enhance their 
English Language Learning and understanding Story Telling Method https://youtu.be/IfEVhk_jang?

si=RWrli7x8jtbd5884
The Students will be able to understand and develop in 
them the ability to enjoy and understand the 

Poem - Mystery Of the Talking Fan To enable the students to understand and enhance 
the English Language Poem Recitation Method https://youtu.be/tEWnvOeccx8?

si=UPr7bSLM6suDnXm6
The students will be able to understand and enjoy the 
English Language through poetry 

TERM I EXAMINATION

OCTOBER

Ch-5 The Bear Story To enable the students to understand the value of 
friendship between humans and wildlife 

Discussion and Story 
Telling Method 

https://youtu.be/iSlsU6-xhLg?
si=I2_fpP3G1ifU56Z5

The students will be able to understand and enhance the 
English Language through intersting stories

E-mail Writing(Writing) To enable the students to understand the various 
concepts of E-mail writing Discussion Method Discussion Method 

The students will be ableto understand and develop in 
them the knowledge of English Language through 
Creative Writing

Preposition(Grammar) To enable the students to understand and enhance 
the knowledge of Prepositions and the usage Discussion Method Discussion Method The students will be able to develop in them the ability 

to enhance the Grammatical Knowledge 

Ch-6 Expert Detectives To encourage the students to interrogate and 
investigate and to understand others' feelings Story Telling  Method https://youtu.be/tEWnvOeccx8?

si=GAD57dijlpf-qs25
The students will be able to understand and enjoy the 
story telling 

Poem-Dad And The Cat And The Tree To encourage in the students the empathy 
towards wild animals Poem Recitation Method https://youtu.be/R2-zLH8TTyA?

si=MpErjOfjO92GF3bP
The Students will be able to Understand & enjoy the 
beauty of a poem
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NOVEMBER

Ch-6 A Tiger In The House The students will learn and inculcate deep love 
and affection towards the wild animals 

Integrative and Discussion 
Method

https://youtu.be/vduvAw5XA9U?
si=opaCNH7Q3FDLohYO

The Students will be able to understand and enhance the 
English language Learning through Story Telling

Factual Description (Things)(Writing)
To enable the students to learn the creative 
writing skill using actual description with the real 
life examples

Discussions with Real Life 
Example Method 

https://youtube.com/live/ahsQtpupOyk?
feature=shared

The students will be able to understand and enhance in 
them the Literary Skill of Creative Writing and 
Expressions by using Factual Descriptions

Narration(Grammar) To enable the students to learn and understand 
the changes of narration in a sentence

Audio-Visual and 
Discussion Method 

https://diksha.gov.
in/play/collection/do_31285951347015
680012680?referrer=utm_source%
3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%
3Dshare_content&contentId=do_31308
534776631296011630

The students will be able to learn and understand the 
basic concept of English grammar

NOVEMBER

Ch-7 The Invention Of Vita Wonk To enable the students understand the value of 
trees in the life Story Telling Method https://youtu.be/OqoMhAJ0YGA?

si=dFd2JSaNSCq_degK

The students will be able to understand the concept of 
language through interesting stories and understand the 
value of nature

Poem- Meadow Surprises To enable the students to find and discover 
various surprises in meadows Poem Recitation Method https://youtu.be/Vg83VQCfvhg?

si=pcV42qfg2VPXv6XH
The Students will be able to understand and enjoy the 
beauty of poem writing and recitation

DECEMBER

Ch-7 An Alien Hand To enable the students to understand and enhance 
the knowledge of space and technology 

Story Telling and Class 
Discussion Method 

https://youtu.be/WEuuUZ4UTZM?
si=ro01qpXr8jHcbrfX

The students will be able to learn and understand the 
alien world

Informal Letter(Writing) To enable the students to understand and learn 
English Language through the art of letter writing Lecture Method

https://diksha.gov.
in/play/content/do_3131340543878348
801148?referrer=utm_source%
3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%
3Dshare_content

The students will be able to understand and develop  the 
skills of creative writing through Letter Writing

Conjunctions (Grammar) To enable the students to understand and enhance 
the concept of Conjunctions

Lecture and Discussion 
Method 

https://www.youtube.
com/live/WoS5gQDBYI4?
feature=shared

The students will be able to learn the basic concepts  in 
English grammar 

DECEMBER

Poem- Garden Snake To enable the students to understand the co-
existence of humans and wild animals Poem Recitation Method https://youtu.be/eQN9vmAqYNk?

si=LQc3_aiSnXXTgM22

The students will be able to learn and understand the 
beauty of a poem, also enjoy the lyrical aspect of 
language 

Story Development(Writing)
To enable the students to understand and enhance 
the English learning skills and enhance their 
vocabulary

Audio-Visual Method story board, role play
The students will be able to learn and enjoy the beauty 
of story writing and also will learn to create their own 
stories by using their own imaginations and creativity

JANUARY

Modals( Grammar) To enable the students to understand and enhance 
their English language learning of Modals

Lecture and Discussion 
Method 

https://diksha.gov.
in/play/content/do_3127419020941148
1611039?referrer=utm_source%
3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%
3Dshare_content

The students will be able to enhance their grammatical 
knowledge by using auxiliary verbs or modals and 
enhance their knowledge of English grammar

Dialogue Completion(Writing) To enable the students to learn creating new 
dialogues 

Audio-Visual and 
Discussion Method 

https://diksha.gov.
in/play/content/do_3131178209217249
281563?referrer=utm_source%
3Dmobile%26utm_campaign%
3Dshare_content

The students will be able to understand, learn and use 
the dialogue completion part of grammar in order to 
enhance their grammatical knowledge

FEBRUARY TERM II EXAMINATION
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